
Library Management Team 
Notes from the April 4, 2007 meeting 

Attending:  Karen Calhoun, Lee Cartmill, Joanne Davenport, Elaine Engst, Claire Germain, Anne 
Kenney, Susan Markowitz, Ellen Marsh, Janet McCue, Jean Poland, John Saylor, Ed Weissman. 
 
1) Announcements 
        Anne announced that Fred Kotas was leaving to become the Japanese Studies Librarian in the East 
Asia Library at Stanford University.  Beth Katzoff will serve as the interim Japanese selector.  Bonna 
Boettcher will chair the search committee for Fred's successor. 
        Janet reported that the joint meetings of the Life Sciences Steering Committee, Life Sciences 
Working Group, and the Tri-Institutional Library group went very well. Our NYC hosts were very 
gracious and generous with their time and the members of all three groups benefited from their 
interactions. 
        Ellen reported that the Find It! publicity launch, featuring give-aways of fortune cookies, highliters 
and bookmarks went well.  
 
2) Interim staffing for Information Technology and Technical Services  
        Karen's last day at Cornell is April 20.  Scott Wicks will serve as Interim Assistant University 
Librarian for Technical Services. Oya Rieger will serve as Interim Assistant University Librarian for 
Digital Libraries and Information Technology.  Oya's portfolio includes Desktop Services, Scholarly 
Communication Technologies, and Digital Library and Discovery Services (including Digital Media 
Group, System Architecture, and Service Design).  Scott's responsibilities include Acquisitions, 
Cataloging, Database Management, E-Resources and Serial Management, and Metadata Services. Terry 
Ehling and the Center for Innovative Publishing will report to John Saylor, as Interim Associate 
University Librarian for Scholarly Communications and Collections. Anne has been meeting with a 
number of key stakeholders throughout the university to seek their advice on how to manage these 
important functions over the long term. 
 
3) Weill-CU Ithaca Access Transparency Initiative 
        Ed reported on the status of this initiative.  The report is available at  
< http://wiki.library.cornell.edu/wiki/display/culpublic/04-04-07+Status+report+on+the+WCMC+-
+CU+Ithaca+Access+Transparency+Initiative > or as a word document. 
   
4) Library Management Team 
        The Library Management Team (LMT) discussed a proposal to create an LMT intern position to 
support professional development and succession planning.  Following an extended discussion, LMT 
agreed to postpone consideration of the proposal until the fall given the recent addition of several 
members to the group and the impending addition of two more, Scott Wicks and Oya Rieger.  At the same 
time Susan will investigate other internship programs, including the one sponsored by the Association of 
Research Libraries, to see if any could be used as a model here. 
 
5) Update on the Endowed Budget 
        Lee provided LMT with a brief status report on the 2007-2008 endowed budget.  

Ed Weissman  



Status report to LMT on the WCMC-CU Ithaca Access Transparency Initiative 

Ed Weissman 

April 4, 2007 

When President Skorton was at the Weill Cornell Medical College (WCMC) in October during 
the capital campaign launch he spoke with Carolyn Reid and he expressed a strong interest in 
making cross-campus access (CU Ithaca and WCMC))  to library resources more transparent.  
Skorton repeated this message again when he spoke with Sarah Thomas during a visit to the 
Library in December,   Given the President's concern, Sarah asked Ed Weissman to work with 
Carolyn Reid, Janet McCue and others to try to eliminate the barriers to access transparency or at 
least find effective work-arounds. We formed a task force to work on this in early February. 
Members include: Kris Alpi, Adam Chandler, Mark Funk, Erla Heyns, Bill Kara, Janet McCue, 
Holly Mistlebauer, Jean Poland, Carolyn Reid and Leah Solla. 

This was not the Library's first effort to improve cross campus access to library resources. 
During the 2004-2005 academic year, the Task Force on Enhancing Journal Access to the New 
Life Sciences Community (co-chaired by Phil Davis and Mark Funk) identified a set of issues, 
analyzed data, solicited feedback from faculty, and developed a set of action proposals.  As a 
result of the March 2005 Task Force report: 

• More e-journals were cross-licensed for both WCMC and CU Ithaca 
• A CU-Ithaca Gateway Help support access page for faculty and students moving between 

the campuses was created 
• Access from WCMC IPs to WCMC-accessible electronic resources in the CU Ithaca 

Library Gateway, that had previously been blocked, was permitted. 

Building on the work of the 2005 Task Force, the current task force is interviewing faculty and 
other researchers on the Ithaca and WCMC campuses to better understand their concerns while, 
at the same time, working on some of the known barriers. Some of these are technical; others are 
administrative and financial.  Here are the specific issues that the task force has identified so far: 
1) Separate library discovery and access systems 

• WCMC and CU Ithaca maintain separate library catalogs and other resource discovery 
systems. For example, WCMC researchers searching the CU Ithaca catalog who want to 
request a document must return to the WCMC web site to issue the interlibrary loan 
request. The electronic resource discovery systems beyond the catalogs are also separate. 
WCMC researchers using the CU Ithaca Library Gateway can access electronic resources 
licensed for both Cornell Ithaca and WCMC from the WCMC campus but they can not 
do so from IP addresses off campus, unless they have a CU Ithaca netID. The reverse is 
true for Ithaca-based researchers using the WCMC web site. One faculty member in 
Ithaca said that she "ran into a wall" when she tried to use WCMC resources. Another 
Cornell Ithaca faculty member asked if when searching the CU Ithaca library system he 
was also retrieving results from the WCMC library.  When told no, he expressed his 
desire that one search cover both. 



• Many researchers do not use the library discovery systems to find material they are 
interested in. They may start with a citation in PubMed or another database and then try 
to connect directly to the article in a licensed journal. If they have not used their campus 
authentication system, they will not be able to connect to the journal article. To do so, 
their identity as a member of the Cornell community must be known to the content 
provider. 

2) Subscription and licenses 

• While we have been working to cross-license relevant electronic journals and other 
electronic resources for both the WCMC and the CU Ithaca communities, some titles are 
accessible only to one community or the other. We estimate that over 80% of the current 
titles licensed by WCMC are also available to the CU Ithaca community and a similar 
percentage of the science journals licensed by CU Ithaca are available electronically to 
the WCMC community. 

• Backfile coverage for many electronic journals is limited. WCMC Library recently 
received a quote for backfiles of key journal packages. To purchase the Nature archive 
for the WCMC community would cost $63,000; to purchase the backfiles of key titles 
(e.g. Cell Press, Lancet, Neuroscience) from Elsevier would cost $320,000. These quotes 
apply only to the WCMC community. 

• Some content providers insist on treating WCMC and CU Ithaca as separate institutions 
and charge significantly more to provide licenses than they do for comparably sized 
universities where the medical school is located on the same or an adjacent campus. In its 
June report, the task force will estimate the cost to provide comparable electronic 
resource coverage for both the WCMC and CU Ithaca communities and also provide a 
list of content providers whose policies disadvantage us because of our geographic 
distribution. 

3) Consortial arrangements 

• One additional challenge is the consortial arrangements among the adjacent medical 
libraries in NYC. Because of its proximity to Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center 
(MSK) and Rockefeller University, WCMC does not acquire certain less heavily-used 
resources, relying instead on reciprocal access agreements with these neighboring 
libraries. For example, the WCMC library does not duplicate the specialized cancer 
journals available through MSK and instead refers users to the MSK library. For cancer 
researchers on the Ithaca campus, this creates an additional barrier. Since the subscription 
is through MSK, there is no WCMC license for CU Ithaca to piggy-back on. Here again, 
in its June report the task force will provide an estimate of the cost to make these 
resources available for both WCMC and CU Ithaca.  

4) Separate networks and authentication systems 

• WCMC and CU Ithaca have separate networks and authentication systems. The WCMC 
system does not recognize the credentials of members of the CU Ithaca community; the 
CU Ithaca system does not recognize the credentials of the WCMC community. Those 



who have dual appointments are issued two sets of credentials and must use the 
credentials appropriate to the network through which they are connecting, often switching 
back and forth and interrupting workflow to do so.  From October 2006 through March 
2007, the Cornell Ithaca help page that displays when someone from a WCMC IP tries to 
access an electronic resource licensed for the CU Ithaca community only was invoked 
568 times. Those with a Cornell Ithaca netID were instructed to login using 
CUWebLogin. 

• Remote access to the CU Ithaca network is available from any computer with a CU 
Ithaca netID. Remote access to the WCMC network requires equivalent credentials. 
Members of the two communities are not routinely issued credentials for the "other 
campus" and the process for acquiring "other campus" credentials is cumbersome 
because WCMC and CU Ithaca maintain separate human resources and student systems. 

• Ithaca researchers bringing laptops to WCMC report that they are not able to connect to 
the wireless network inside the WCMC Library. The same is true for WCMC researchers 
coming to Ithaca.  

• Researchers need to be able to share working documents/files across campuses and 
affiliations. We are not aware of file sharing system linking the campuses. 

While the Library, itself, must address the first three issues, Separate library discovery and 
access systems, Subscriptions and licenses that are not in synch, and Conflicting consortial 
arrangements, we need expertise and assistance from Cornell Information Technologies (CIT) 
and Information Technologies and Services at WCMC to address the fourth issue, Separate 
networks and authentication systems.  We've had some preliminary discussions with Andrea 
Beesing, Assistant Director, Identity Management in CIT and Andrea is serving as consultant to 
the task force. Separate networks and authentication systems will be the focus of the April 11 
meeting of the Library Management Team and the CIT senior managers. 
 
 


